Abstract-An efficient resource sharing strategy is proposed for multimedia wireless networks. Assume the channel resource in a wireless system is partitioned into two sets: one for voice calls and one for video calls. In the proposed channel borrowing strategy, voice calls can borrow channels from those pre-allocated to video calls temporarily when all voice channels are busy. A threshold type decision policy is designed such that the channel borrowing request will be granted only if the quality of service (QoS) requirement on video call blocking will not be violated during the duration of channel lending. An analytical model is constructed for evaluating the performance of the channel borrowing strategy in a simplified wireless system and is verified by computer simulations. We found that the proposed channel borrowing scheme can significantly reduce the voice call blocking probability while the increase in video call blocking probability is insignificant.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE next generation wireless networks need to support multimedia traffic. Different types of traffic have different traffic characteristics. To effectively utilize the bandwidth resources, several bandwidth allocation schemes have been proposed for transmission multimedia traffic in wireless networks [2] - [5] . For broadband ISDN networks, techniques such as complete partitioning, mutually restricted access [9] , [12] - [14] have been widely studied.
Generally speaking, a real-time video call requires a relatively large amount of bandwidth than a voice call and data traffic does not have real-time requirement but is usually bursty.
To guarantee the quality of service (QoS) requirements for each type of traffic in a wireless network, bandwidth resources are usually pre-allocated to voice, video and data. For real-time voice and video traffic, the call blocking probability is commonly used as their performance measures. For data traffic, the system throughput and packet delay performances are used. To encourage resource sharing, the idle capacity allocated to video and/or voice traffic can be temporarily used for transmitting packet switched data without degrading the video/voice call blocking performance. This is known as the movable boundary scheme [8] - [10] and an example of integrating data and voice calls on an -slot TDM frame is shown in Fig. 1 When a voice call arrives, it has preemptive priority over data and thus its performance will not be affected by lending slots to data. Recently, a double movable boundary scheme is proposed [11] for satellite networks. It divides a TDM frame into three compartments instead of two, where the extra compartment, called common resource pool (CRP), is located between the voice and the data compartments. The CRP compartment has two movable boundaries, one interfaced with voice and one interfaced with data. Under certain pre-defined resource sharing rules, voice and/or data is allowed to use the channels in the CRP compartment.
Existing approaches to bandwidth sharing in wireless networks usually only consider the resource sharing between data and one type of real-time traffic, either voice or video. Since real-time traffic has preemptive priority over data, the performance of real-time traffic will not be degraded by lending some resources to data. In this paper, we consider a system that supports all three types of traffic, data, voice and video. Unlike existing approaches, we focus on resource sharing between real-time voice and video traffic. When sharing of bandwidth between voice and video calls is allowed (i.e., a voice call can borrow the pre-allocated bandwidth from video or vice versa), we must guarantee that during the bandwidth borrowing period, the call blocking performance of both types of traffic will not violate their pre-defined QoS requirements. Otherwise, the bandwidth borrowing request should be rejected.
In this paper, we propose an efficient bandwidth sharing scheme for voice and video calls. Since data traffic in general has lower priority than the voice and video calls, they can be transmitted using the idle voice and video bandwidth, e.g., adopting the movable boundary scheme [8] - [10] . In order to focus on the bandwidth sharing between voice and video calls, we assume the system under consideration only supports voice and video traffic. For the sake of presentation, we assume the system uses TDMA and the basic bandwidth unit for resource sharing is a time slot.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the channel borrowing strategy for voice and video calls. An analytical model is constructed in Section III for a simplified system where each borrowed video channel can carry only a single voice call. Section IV relaxes this constraint. A general channel borrowing policy for borrowing one video channel carrying multiple voice calls is designed. Then in Section V, some practical implementation issues of the proposed channel borrowing strategy is considered. Section VI summarizes the numerical and simulation results. We found that the proposed channel borrowing strategy can significantly reduce the voice call blocking probability while only insignificant increase in 0018-9545/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE video call blocking probability is observed. We also found that the analytical results match the simulation results very well. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. CHANNEL BORROWING STRATEGY
Let a system be engineered such that it can simultaneously carry voice calls and video calls. A voice call occupies one time slot in a TDM frame and a video call occupies time slots. In general, video traffic is expected to have a lower call arrival rate than that of voice. Since video call requires a higher bandwidth than a voice call, borrowing bandwidth for carrying video calls is more difficult and should not be encouraged. Therefore, we assume that only voice traffic can borrow bandwidth from that pre-allocated to video. That is when a voice call arrives and found all voice channels are busy, a video channel can be borrowed to carry the voice call if the video call blocking probability requirement, denoted by , will not be violated. The crucial point here is to determine if sufficient number of idle video channels are available (after lending) for preventing the video call blocking probability from exceeding its QoS during the channel lending time. This depends on the channel occupancy of the video calls at the time of lending, as well as the duration of channel lending. For convenience, Table I summarizes some main notations that we used in this paper.
Assume the new call arrival for both voice and video follows a Poisson process with mean arrival rates and , respectively. Let the call holding time be exponentially distributed with mean for voice and for video. Then the traffic intensities for voice and video calls are and . Given that there are active video calls at the time of consideration, let the probability that there are video calls after time be , where is the total number of video channels available. Obviously, is a transient state probability of a queueing system and it can be approximated by the following equations [1] :
where for or for Suppose video channels are to be simultaneously borrowed. Then without violating the video blocking requirement the maximum time that the video channels can be simultaneously lent is given by the solution of the following equation:
It is easy to verify that . If all borrowed video channels can be returned within the borrowing time , the video call blocking requirement will not be violated. Then the problem is to find out how long the video channels will be borrowed.
It is important to emphasize that for a practical system, all call arrivals are sequential because in each cell of a cellular system, there is only one base station and it needs to serve each arrived call one by one. This implies that simultaneously borrowing more than one video channels, i.e., , will not happen. But multiple video channels can still be borrowed at different times, one by one. From now on, we only consider unless otherwise specified.
Immediate channel reallocation is adopted in our proposed channel borrowing strategy. It means that when a voice call holding a voice channel is finished and if there is a borrowed video channel, then the voice call on the borrowed video channel is immediately reallocated to the just released voice channel. The borrowed video channel is then returned. An example is shown in Fig. 2 . For the sake of presentation simplicity, here we assume each borrowed video channel can only carry one voice call.
When a voice call arrives and found all voice channels are busy, it initiates a channel borrowing request. Using (2) with , we can find out the maximum channel lending time . Since the duration of each call is exponentially distributed, once the video channel is lent, there exists a probability that the lent video channel cannot be returned in time, i.e., within . Let (e.g., ) be the system requirement on . When a video channel borrowing request is initiated, the request will be granted only if ; otherwise, the request will be rejected. A suitable set of values can keep the video call blocking probability as close to its QoS requirement as possible. Numerical examples will be constructed in Section VI-A for studying the effect of different values on the call blocking probability.
III. ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this section, an analytical model for a simplified system where each video channel can carry a single voice call is constructed. Let and be the call blocking probabilities of voice and video when the borrowing strategy is used. Similarly let and be the call blocking probabilities of voice and video traffic without using the borrowing strategy. The values of and can be obtained using the Erlang-B formula. Throughout the paper, and are used for comparing the effect of using channel borrowing. 
A. Derivation of Voice Call Blocking Probability
Let be the probability of a successful video channel borrowing given that video channels have already been borrowed by voice calls. Let us first consider the simplest case of , the probability of successful borrowing the first video channel. When a voice call arrives and found all voice channels and video channels are busy, the maximum time that a video channel can be borrowed without violating the video call blocking requirement can be found from (2). Then the probability that no voice call will be finished within time period is given by
We must have for a video channel to be borrowed. Substituting (3) into this inequality and after rearrangement, we have the minimum channel borrowing time , where (4) This means that for a video channel to be successfully borrowed (without violating and ), the maximum video channel lending time must be greater than the minimum channel borrowing time . Then conditioning on the video channel occupancy, the probability that the video channel borrowing is successful is given by (5) where is the probability that video channels are busy.
Next, we consider . When a voice call arrives and found all voice channels and video channels are busy (where video channels are carrying voice calls), the maximum time that the -th video channel can be borrowed without violating the video call blocking requirement is very difficult to find. To simplify the analysis, we approximate this maximum borrowing time by considering a system consists of voice calls and video channels (instead of video channels).
Then,when the new voice call arrives, the maximum channel borrowing time is approximated by the maximum time that the first video channel can be borrowed from a system with video channels, where out of video channels are busy. Again, let be the maximum time that a video channel can be borrowed without violating the video call blocking requirement . It can be found from (2) by substituting with and . Then , the probability that no voice call will be finished within time period , and , the minimum channel borrowing time, are given by (3) and (4), respectively.
Similar to (5) , the probability that the -th video channel borrowing is successful (given that video channels have been borrowed) can be found (6) where is again the probability that video channels are busy.
Therefore, the voice call blocking probability using channel borrowing can be expressed as (7) where is the probability that the -th video channel can be successfully borrowed, and is the steady state probabilities of voice calls in the system described by the -state diagram shown in Fig. 3 . Solving the above Markovian chain, we can get the state probability of voice calls: for (8) for (9) where is the voice traffic intensity.
B. Derivation of Video Call Blocking Probability
Next, we derive the video call blocking probability . The two-dimensional Markovian chain shown in Fig. 4 shows the channel occupancy of the video calls, where state denotes that the system has active video calls and active voice calls occupying borrowed video channels. Suppose when there are video channels are lent to voice calls and or more video calls in the system, no video channel can be further borrowed by voice calls. The value of can be obtained from (2)-(4) in the previous section.
From Fig. 4 , the following set of balancing equations can be obtained:
for for for for for for (10) where is the departure rate of the voice call holding the borrowed video channel, is the maximum video channels that can be borrowed, and is the voice call arrival rate to a borrowed video channel. is given by (11) where is obtained from (9) . It is the probability that all voice channels (including channels borrowed from video) are busy. Note that we have assumed that the overflow traffic follows a Poisson process.
, the departure rate of the voice call holding the borrowed video channel, can be approximated by (12) It should be noted that using the above equation, we have assumed that all borrowed video channels are indistinguishable and the immediate channel reallocation policy shown in Fig. 2 is used. Fig. 5 . Timing diagram for borrowing a video channel to carry multiple voice calls. Call departure is not shown. t 0 t = X ; t 0 t = X 0 t ; t 0 t = X 0 t . Solving (10)- (12) , the video call blocking probability is the summation of all the blocking state probabilities in Fig. 4 , or
IV. BORROWING A VIDEO CHANNEL FOR MULTIPLE VOICE CALLS
We relax the constraint that each video channel can only carry a single voice call in this section. We consider a general system that can borrow one video channel for carrying up to voice calls, where . In this case, we cannot find the analytical expressions for the voice and video call blocking probabilities because the number of state variables involved is too large to be handled. In the following, a heuristic channel borrowing rule is designed and its performance is evaluated in Section VI by simulations. Fig. 5 shows the timing diagram for borrowing a video channel to carry multiple voice calls. When a voice call arrives at and found all voice channels are busy, the first borrowing request for a video channel is initiated. Based on the current video channel occupancy , the maximum video channel borrowing time without violating the video call QoS requirement is found by solving (2) with . If the expected channel borrowing time is less than , the borrowing request is granted and the call is assigned to the first time slot of the borrowed video channel. We refer it as the first voice call. Suppose the first voice call is not finished when the second voice call arrives, it initiates the second channel borrowing request at . We check if the remaining video channel borrowing time is sufficient for both calls, the first call and the second call (if admitted), to be finished by . Since the holding time is assumed to be exponentially distributed, it is memoryless. Thus at time , we consider the remaining call duration for the first call and the call duration for the second call (under consideration), follow the same negative exponential distribution with mean . To check if the second call should be assigned to the second time slot of the borrowed video channel, two cases need to be considered. First, both calls cannot be completed by . Second, one of the two calls cannot be completed by . If the total probability for these two cases is less than , the pre-defined requirement on the probability that the borrowed video channel cannot be returned within , the second call borrowing request is granted. Otherwise, the second call is rejected.
Similarly, suppose all the previous calls are still ongoing and holding the time slots on the borrowed video channel when the -th call arrives at . The -th call request is granted if the total probability of at least one call is not finished by is less then . Otherwise, the -th call is rejected. It is obvious that and . The above channel borrowing policy can be summarized by the following inequality: (14) where , and is the total number of voice channels. The left-hand side of the above inequality is the total/summation of the probabilities that at least one call out of calls (i.e., ongoing calls plus and one call under consideration) can not be completed by . Inside the summation sign, the first term is the probability that calls cannot be finished by . The second term is the probability that calls have been finished by .
For a more general system that multiple video channels can be borrowed and on each borrowed video channel, multiple voice calls can be carried, the channel borrowing rule is very difficult to design and is beyond our ability at this moment. We argue that for a practical system that each video channel can support multiple voice calls, borrowing of more than one video channels is seldom. This is because 1) borrowing one video channel is borrowing of multiple voice channels; and 2) channel borrowing is only used to solve the temporary traffic congestion; if such events persist, the bandwidth/time slots should be re-partitioned for giving more time slots to voice.
V. CHANNEL BORROWING FOR A PRACTICAL SYSTEM
Let denote the number of currently active video calls (i.e., video channel occupancy). Given the number of video channels that have already been lent to voice calls is denote the threshold on such that if , further video channel borrowing is allowed; otherwise, no more video channel can be borrowed. Refer to Section III-B and Fig. 4 , is different for different values of and . Using (2) For a practical wireless system, the channel borrowing table is pre-calculated and then loaded into the system memory at the base station. Thus no real-time calculation of the lookup table is required. For a system that supports single voice call per video channel, when a new voice call arrives and found all voice channels are busy, a table-lookup is performed to check if a video channel can be borrowed based on the current video channel occupancy and the number of video channels that have already been lent, i.e., . If , a new video channel is borrowed to carry the arrived voice call; otherwise, the call is blocked.
For a system that supports multiple voice calls per video channel, one more index entry is added in the channel borrowing table: the number of idle slots in the borrowed video channel. In this case, when a voice call arrives and found all voice channels are busy, the system checks if any video channels have already been borrowed. Assume video channels have been borrowed. Check the last borrowed video channel (i.e., channel ) for possible idle time slots. Perform a table-lookup and check if the available number of idle slots in video channel is sufficient to carry the current call. If yes, the call is assigned to the idle slot; if not, try to borrow a new idle video channel by performing another table-lookup (similar to the system that supports single voice call per video channel). It should be noticed that in this paper, we only designed the channel borrowing rule, as summarized by (14) , for borrowing one single video channel for carrying multiple voice calls. The borrowing of multiple video channels is beyond our scope.
When a voice call holding a voice channel is finished, according to the order of video channel borrowing, the first voice call on the borrowed video channel is re-assigned to the just released voice channel. When there is no borrowed video channel or a call holding a video slot/channel is finished, no channel re-assignment is allowed/needed.
VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed resource sharing strategy is evaluated in this section. First we investigate the simple case of borrowing one video channel for one voice call in details. The effect on choosing different values of is investigated. Then we focus on multiple channel borrowing scenario in which each video channel can carry one voice call. Both analytical and simulation results are obtained and compared. Finally, we study the effect of borrowing one video channel for carrying multiple voice calls using simulations. Table II summarizes some useful parameters. Fig. 8 . Voice call blocking prob. versus P : = 5 calls/min., P = 0:01. Fig. 9 . Video call blocking prob. versus P : = 5 calls/min., P = 0:01.
A. Borrowing a Single Video Channel for a Single Voice Call
First, we consider the case that only one video channel can be borrowed and the borrowed video channel can only carry a single voice call. Figs. 6 and 7 show the blocking probabilities of voice and video versus voice call arrival rate. The probability requirement on no voice call finished during the video channel borrowing time is set to . The video call blocking probability requirement is fixed at . The video call arrival rate is fixed at 1.5 calls/min such that without using channel borrowing strategy, the video blocking of is obtained using Erlang-B formula. We consider 0.0105 is close enough to and thus satisfied the video blocking requirement.
From Fig. 6 we can see that the voice call blocking probability decreases when channel borrowing strategy is used and the reduction in voice call blocking probability increases as voice call arrival rate increases. At calls/min, the reduction in voice call blocking probability is 0.024 (i.e.,
). From Fig. 7 we can find that the corresponding increase in video call blocking probability is insignificant and in the worst case, i.e., calls/min, is only increased by about 0.0001 as compared to . Furthermore, we can see that the analytical results of and shown in both figures match the simulation results very well.
Then we study the effect of changing , the system requirement on the probability that no voice call is finished within the channel borrowing time . Voice call arrival rate is fixed at calls/min. Figs. 8 and 9 show voice and video call blocking probabilities versus , where varies from 0.1 to 1.0. From (4) we found and min, for and , respectively. From (1) and (2), we have and min, for the number of active video calls varies from 0 to 9. Again, from (4), we can get the value for parameter (refer to Fig. 4 ). When the system has or more active video calls, no further video channel can be lent to voice calls. We have and for and , respectively. From Figs. 8 and 9 , we can see that voice call blocking and the video call blocking remain unchanged for . This is because the values of are the same when is set to and . When , the voice blocking probability drops quickly and the QoS requirement on video blocking is slightly increased. Hence, we can conclude that the video QoS can be guaranteed using channel borrowing strategy when a suitable set of values is used. In general, the smaller the value of , the more difficult to borrow a video channel and the probability of violating is lower. The vice versa is true for a large value of . The optimal value of thus depends on the tolerance of a system on the probability of violating its video QoS.
B. Borrowing Multiple Video Channels for Multiple Voice Calls
Next, we consider the multiple channel borrowing scenario. Again, we assume each video channel can only carry one voice call. Figs. 10 and 11 show the blocking probabilities of voice and video versus voice arrival rate. Let be the maximum number of video channels available for lending to voice calls, where . Results for and are shown in the figures. For the case of , that means all video channels can be borrowed by voice calls. The probability requirement on no voice call is finished during the video channel borrowing time is set to , and the video blocking probability requirement is fixed at . From Fig. 10 we can see that, compared to one channel borrowing strategy in Fig. 6 , the voice call blocking probability is further reduced when multiple channel borrowing strategy is used. As expected, the larger the value of , the lower the voice call blocking probability we can get. When , at calls/min, the reduction in voice call blocking probability is about 0.02 (based on simulation results) as compared to the case with . From Fig. 11 , we find that the corresponding increase in video call blocking probability is insignificant. Even in the worst case, i.e., and calls/min, video call blocking is only increased by about 0.0007 as compared to . We can also see that the analytical results in both figures match the simulation results very well. (Note that the analytical results for is not plotted because of the high computational time involved.) We can conclude that the proposed multiple channel borrowing strategy is very effective in reducing the voice call blocking probability while keeping the violation of video call blocking QoS requirement minimum.
C. Borrowing One Video Channel for Multiple Voice Calls
Next, we use simulations to study the effect of borrowing one video channel for carrying multiple number of voice calls using the channel borrowing policy summarized in (14) . Figs. 12 and 13 show voice and video call blocking probabilities versus voice call arrival rate . The video call blocking QoS requirement is still set to . Let the number of voice channels that can be supported by a video channel be . The results of and are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 . The video call arrival rate remains at calls/min such that without using channel borrowing strategy, a video blocking of can be obtained. From Fig. 12 , we can see that when calls/min and , the voice blocking prob-ability for and are 0.1636, 0.1279, and 0.1098, respectively. A reduction of about 0.036 and 0.054 blocking probabilities can be obtained using and . The corresponding video call blocking probabilities have no significant changes and with values 0.010 61, 0.010 74, and 0.010 68, respectively.
For and , the results are also plotted in Figs. 12 and 13. The smaller the value of , the more difficult to successfully borrow a channel. Therefore the voice call blocking probability is higher than that with . On the other hand, the probability of violating video blocking requirement is reduced as indicated by the smaller values of in Fig. 13 .
D. Effect of Borrowing on Radio Channel Utilization
Next, we study the effect of channel borrowing on radio channel utilization. We define the radio channel utilization, , as Bandwidth where Bandwidth . Recall that is the number of voice channels pre-allocated to voice and is the number of video channels pre-allocated to video, where each video channel occupies 5 time slots and each voice channel occupies one time slot.
is the average number of the busy voice channels and is the average number of the busy video channels. Both and are obtained from simulations. Fig. 14 shows the radio channel utilization against the voice call arrival rate. In our simulations, we keep and . For video traffic, we use calls per minute and calls per minute. For voice, calls per minute. From Fig. 14, we can see that without using channel borrowing, the channel utilization is the lowest. Let each borrowed video channel be used to carry one voice call, i.e., . As the maximum number of video channels allowed for lending increases from to , the radio channel utilization increases. Then we fix and vary , the number of voice Fig. 13 . Video call blocking prob. versus for different values of P and n. P = 0:01. calls per video channel. As increases, the channel utilization also increases.
Since the video call arrival rate and the video call blocking probability are fixed in our simulations, the channel utilization due to video traffic remains unchanged as 1) the voice call arrival rate increases, and 2) as different channel borrowing policies are used. For a fixed voice call arrival rate and with different channel borrowing policies, the increase in overall channel utilization is therefore due to more voice calls have been carried by the borrowed video channels. This is consistent with our earlier results that the voice call blocking probability is reduced when channel borrowing is allowed.
VII. CONCLUSION
An efficient resource sharing strategy between real-time voice and video calls in multimedia wireless networks was proposed and studied in this paper. Both analytical and simulation results for various channel borrowing policies were obtained and compared. We found that the proposed strategy can increase the radio channel utilization by carrying more voice traffic. As a result, the voice call blocking probability can be significantly reduced while the QoS requirement on video calls is not violated.
The borrowing concept proposed in this paper can also be used for giving priority to different classes of traffic. One poten-tial application is for prioritized handoff scheme using channel reservation for handoff calls [7] . The new call blocking probability can be cut down by allowing the reserved channels for handoff calls to be temporarily borrowed by new calls.
